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Was the HBAP 2000-16 a success? Yes!

It secured over £500,000 for projects and support local and regional 
groups over 14 years. 
• We secured match funding 3 to 4 times the Council Biodiversity Budget 

(30K) annually. 
• Through its partners it raised the profile of biodiversity within the 

Highlands. 
• It delivered the Highland Seashore Project, a massive success. The 

Highland Invasive Species Forum through its partners delivered great 
projects. 

• The SuDS Project. 
• HBAP Coordinator still in place, facilitating progress on the HBAP.
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Was the HBAP 2000-16 a success? …
and no.
• No influence on the SRDP. You have to be the RSPB to do that. 
• No influence on funding at the regional level. E.g. the rug pulled 

from under the Highland Rhododendron Project. 
• Local discretionary funding dried up (for £100s and low £1000s), 

seriously hampering our capacity for project delivery. 
• Limited influence on the Councils’ operations. 
• The national structures (Scottish Biodiversity Strategy) didn’t 

seem to fit in with us. Plus they kept changing (now in their 4th 
iteration). 

• LBAP Officer post finished in April 2016.
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Should we be despondent?

• No.  
• LBAPs never fitted into to a national structure and were never meant to. 

They would never have come into being if they had statutory backing. 
• The electorate, so the government aren’t fundamentally interested in 

the environment for its own sake. Lip service paid but not enough hard 
cash or policies that would have a large-scale effect. This has aye been. 

• Even though there is more and more evidence that a healthy 
environment means a mentally and physically healthy humanity. There is 
no major change in policies. 

• Lack of joined up thinking regarding integrated land use. Competing 
sectors scuppered this post-WW2 leading to the confusion we have now. 
Trees on farmland? Who pays? 

• There are still lots of local projects underway.



I still feel 
despondent.

Sorry. Working as a 
Biodiversity Officer for 15 
years does that to you. 
Here’s a something 
comedic from the archives 
to cheer you up…
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There is still lots going on and planned.

• But we do need to be realistic and pragmatic about what we 
can achieve and how big the projects are we can deliver. 

• The HBAP is running until 2020 and has several projects that 
are underway. 

• There are way more people involved in biological recording, 
practical conservation work and conservation organisations 
than ever before. 

• There are many conservation NGOs in existence that weren’t 
here 15 years ago. 

• We can only do our best, and looking at the last 17 years that 
has been pretty good.



Thank you.


